Dear Fellow Citizens ,
I am writing to you during these trying times of Covid - 19 outbreak and stay at home
orders that is going to be in place till 14th of April 2020 . During such developments, we are
all going to encounter some challenges and difficulties, especially by old, vulnerable and
those located in far off locations where essential services may not be easily available .
Knowing this and to support our community , Dainik Bhaskar has taken an initiative to
reach out to our community to support it in such a time of national resolve to fight the
pandemic .
We are reaching out to all sections of our society and exhort that if you come across or
know of any person/ persons, family, old age people and vulnerable in your vicinity/
locality/colony who may need any support including health, food, medicine , water and
such articles , we request you to reach out to us on the below mentioned whatsapp
numbers with name, nature of need/ help required and we will arrange for assistance
ASAP. You may also consider dropping an email message in case needed.
The mail id is: coronahelpchoupal@gmail.com
Our duty as a citizen during such a national emergency becomes even more contingent
calling us to come together to defeat this National Emergency and prove the citizens
collective power in this hour of need.
As we know every drop makes an ocean and so does our small act can surely make a big
difference to our community in need .
Let’s resolve and determine together to defeat this situation and move forward to building
a stronger, healthier and happier India .
Request your support in this endeavor to reach out to the most vulnerable .We request
your support to strengthen our efforts on ground .
Together we can and we will , #CoronaHelpChoupal to support communities PAN India .
Kind Regards,
Deepak Dwivedi
Chairman Editor-In-Chief
Dainik Bhaskar Noida
Chairman & Convenor SDGChoupal
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